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Karlsruhe University of Education, course: Applied linguistics and TEFL, language: English, abstract:
In present - day societies it is rare to find someone who speaks only one language; most people
around the globe know and use several languages in their daily lives. Within this context, the mother
tongue might have influence on the L2. This academic paper is about the interference between
German as L1 and English as L2 within a group 14-15 year-old teenagers. The main goal is to
exemplify, whether the childrens original dialects have any interference on their foreign language
approach. It was tried to find participants, whose dialects give good examples for the region, they
live in. Before the test and its results are described, some general information about L1 influences
on L2 will be given. Because the children, who participated in the test, were on a language trip to
England while the test was taken, the basis for the research to this paper is the Recieved
Pronuciation, although some of the students might have...
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This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most remarkable book i have got read. Its been designed in an remarkably
straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading this publication where really modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Alex  Ziem e DDS-- Alex  Ziem e DDS

Totally one of the best publication I have got ever go through. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I discovered this pdf from my dad and i
recommended this book to discover.
-- Ma disyn K uhlm a n-- Ma disyn K uhlm a n
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